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                        Item may differ from picture. Decorations and accessories are not included.
                    

                


            


            
                
                
                    
                        Model-No.
                    
                    
                        LC6143
                    
                

                
                
                    Number of drawers: 1, Without handle, Slow close, Pressure inlet, Drawer organizer Optional, Required Items: Wall Mounted Sink ME by Starck # 233612, 236112

                    

                    
                        
                            Design by Christian Werner
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                                    48 x 18 7/8 "
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                                                    Concrete Gray Matte, Decor LC614300707
                                                

                                                    American Walnut Matte, Real wood veneer LC614301313
                                                

                                                    Oak Black Matte, Decor LC614301616
                                                

                                                    White Matte, Decor LC614301818
                                                

                                                    Walnut dark Matte, Decor LC614302121
                                                

                                                    White High Gloss, Decor LC614302222
                                                

                                                    Natural oak Matte, Decor LC614303030
                                                

                                                    Oak Terra Matte, Decor LC614303535
                                                

                                                    Black High Gloss, Lacquer LC614304040
                                                

                                                    Graphite Matte, Decor LC614304949
                                                

                                                    Walnut brushed Matte, Real wood veneer LC614306969
                                                

                                                    Mediterranean Oak Matte, Real wood veneer LC614307171
                                                

                                                    Dark Brushed Oak Matte, Real wood veneer LC614307272
                                                

                                                    Walnut Matte, Decor LC614307979
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                                                    White High Gloss, Lacquer LC614308585
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                                    Drawer Organizer
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                                        Solid wood, Suitable for Vanity Cabinet
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                                        Engineered wood, Suitable for Vanity Cabinet
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                    Comfort and lightness:
                    
                

            
            
                for the handle-free pull-out compartments on the vanity units, a new drawer technology was developed – it opens via tip-on technology and closes with self-closing action.
The insides of the drawers, finished in diamond black, are divided into variable compartments that make it possible to keep bathroom essentials properly organized.
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                            Practical open shelves
                    
                

            
            
                The practical open shelves vary in length and configuration, and can be mounted either horizontally or vertically. Alternating open and closed elements create “furniture collages” that are as unconventional as they are attractive. It is, of course, also possible to combine a range of surfaces to create a true statement piece.
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                    L-Cube bathroom mirror
                    
                

            
            
                The clever mirror features a “frame of light”, which can be turned on and off with a simple hand motion.

480-Lux LEDs ensure perfect, glare-free illumination that is also dimmable.

The mirror widths are perfectly coordinated to match the L-Cube furniture series.
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In a
bathroom, we often accumulate masses of odds and ends, which each family member
needs for the personal hygiene. That’s why L-Cube also perfectly helps to
organize and store miscellaneous bathroom essentials with its interior
features. The insides of the drawers, finished in diamond black, are divided
into variable compartments that make it possible to keep a properly organized
bathroom. 


 


When it
comes to the tall and semi-tall cabinet it is also simplicity on the outside,
tidiness on the inside. High-quality real glass shelves featuring a slim
aluminum strip ensure tidiness and transparency.









                
                    
                    
                
            


        


    


    
    

    

			


			


		    
		

	


			
		

		
		
		
	


	
	


	
	



	

        
            
	
	


	
	


	
	
	






	
	
		
			
			
			


		

		
			
                
					
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                        

                                
		                            
									
									
                                
						

					

				

			
        
            

        
		
			
		
		

			
				
    
    
        








    
        
    

        
            
            
                
                    
                    Individual as its user
                    
                

            
            
                



















Not only do
the flat surfaces of the handle-free furniture offer a sense of visual calm and
relaxation, the are practical and easy to clean. Color also has a powerful
influence on our emotions. Thanks to the wide variety of L-cube furniture
surfaces available – 11 different wood decors, 6 real wood veneers and 13
lacquer finishes – everyone can create a personal ambiance that suits their
needs.


 


Wood decors
offer surfaces with a natural look that are robust, easy to care for, and
UV-resistant. Real wood veneers comprise thin layers of real wood with a
melamine-resin coating to protect against moisture. They offer a warm, natural
feel and aesthetic appeal. Lacquer surfaces comprise multiple applications of
material to guarantee a particularly high-quality look and finish.
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						New c-bonded technology: the washbasin with a more spacious inner basin and a large storage area on both sides. The Darling New ceramic series is designed by sieger design.


						
					


				

			


		

		
	


	


	
		

			

				
					
					
				


			


		


		
	






			
			


			

		


	


			
		

		
		
		
	


	
	


	
	



	

        
            
	
	


	
	


	
	
	






	
	
		
			
			
			


		

		
			
                
					
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                        

                                
		                            
									
									
                                
						

					

				

			
        
            

        
		
			
		
		

			
				
    
    
        






    
    
        
    

        

            
            
            
                The accurate fit of washbasin and vanity unit and the choice of White High Gloss lacquer for the L-Cube surface create an appearance of a single unit – purism at its best.
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                            Even more space
                    
                

            
            
                In addition to many useful functions, the L-Cube mirror cabinet offers even more space to store things. The LED light band around the entire mirror provides perfect illumination. The light can be switched on and off and dimmed via sensor. Depending on individual desires and needs, the mirror cabinet can also be installed as a recessed version. Available in four sizes, the mirror cabinet matches many Duravit ceramic series.
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                    A harmonious combination
                    
                

            
            
                Starck 3 ceramics in combination with L-Cube furniture means two classic forms put together to a unit that is versatile. Whether in a big family bathroom or in a small powder room – this combination is always a good choice.
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                    Maximum elegance by timeless design
	            

            
            
                
                    
                    A bathroom furniture series, that goes without all unnecessary elements. L-Cube.
                    
                

            
            
                Tranquility. Clarity. Space for contemplation. This is how designer Christian Werner describes the vision that gave rise to L-Cube – a bathroom furniture program that eliminates all unnecessary elements. With fewer “distractions”, the bathroom user is inspired to truly relax and unwind.
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